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ABSTRACT Nowadays, modern data centers are seeking for importing renewable energy together with
conventional energy in order to be more environment-friendly and to reduce operation expenditures.
Meanwhile, considering the fact that electricity prices and renewable energy generations are diverse in
time and geography, a task scheduling strategy should be designed to ensure the efficient and economic
operations of data centers. In this paper, an optimal task placement strategy is presented for geo-distributed
data centers powered by mixed renewable and conventional energies with dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS) technique. We aim at minimizing the total electricity cost and making full use of the
renewable energy so as to construct green and economic data centers. The optimal task placement problem is
formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear problem (MINLP), in which the quality-of-service (QoS) constraint
is restricted by an M/G/1 queuing model. To tackle the complexity of the MINLP, we first transform it
into a tractable form, then develop an optimal sever activation configuration (SAC) and task placement
algorithm to solve it. The proposed algorithm can obtain the global optimal solution of the electricity
minimization problem and meanwhile dramatically reduce the complexity of the problem solving. Finally,
evaluations based on real-world traces exhibit impacts of different system parameters on the electricity cost
and sever activation configurations, which prove the superiority of our proposed algorithm and provide us
some illuminations on how to build cost-effective and eco-friendly data centers.

INDEX TERMS data centers; dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS); renewable energy; sever
activation configuration (SAC); task placement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data centers are always working in 24 hours day and
night without shutting down, consuming enormous electricity
which mainly comes from conventional energy such as coal,
oil and natural gas, thus causing serious air pollution to
the environment [1, 2]. There is an estimation that a data
center with 5 × 104 servers may use over 100 million KWh
per year [3], as much as the urban energy consumption for
105 households. Under such circumstance, renewable energy
powered data centers have attracted more attentions in recent
years due to their low costs and environment-friendly prop-
erties. While renewable energy offers a cheaper and cleaner
electricity supply, the integration of climate-dependent re-

newable energy into data centers also imposes great opera-
tion challenges because of its high inter-temporal variation
and limited predictability. In addition, electricity price and
renewable energy generation (REG) are diverse in time and
geography domains, hence an optimal task placement strat-
egy should be properly designed to dynamically coordinate
the renewable energy generation and task placement of data
centers so that the energy expenditure for operating the data
centers is minimized while tasks can be executed in time.
In recent years, a power management technique, namely
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is employed
to dynamically adjust server’s operating voltage and fre-
quency. For example, if user requests flood into front por-
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tals, servers should improve operating frequencies to process
more user requests within a short time. If user requests are
not large, servers can operate at low frequencies for energy
conservation. The DVFS technique certainly enables more
flexible task scheduling; meanwhile it will further complicate
the task placement process. As a consequence, optimal task
placement in renewable energy powered geo-distributed data
centers considering DVFS technique becomes a practical and
important research problem.

A. RELATED WORK
Some research works have studied task scheduling prob-
lem in data centers. For pure task placement problem, in
[4], H. Xu et al. propose to make workload management
temperature aware. The workload management problem is
formulated as a joint optimization of request routing for
interactive workloads and capacity allocation for batch work-
loads. Reference [5] considered the stochastic multi-stage job
scheduling problem on salable resources in data centers to
maximize the utilization of rented VMs over a certain period
of time. X. Zhao et al. in [6] present a model-predictive
control (MPC) based scheduling strategy called ThermoRing
to reduce cooling costs in data centers. ThermoRing copes
with thermal emergencies by controlling task allocations
to computing nodes. Mateusz et al. in [7] target an on-
line scheduling problem of work-flows consisting of inter-
related tasks in a data center. A novel methodology named
Minimum Dependencies Energy-efficient Directed Acyclic
Graphs scheduling is then developed. In reference [8], Y.
Wang et al. build an optimization framework of an interaction
system of the smart power grid, jointly accounting for the
service request dispatch and routing problem in the data
center with the power flow analysis in power grid. Literature
[9] proposes a temporal task scheduling algorithm (TTSA)
to effectively dispatch all arriving work loads to private data
centers and public clouds. In each iteration of TTSA, the
cost minimization problem is modeled as a mixed integer
linear program (MILP). L. Yu et al. [10] optimize the prob-
lem concerning joint workload and battery scheduling with
heterogeneous service delay guarantees for data centers. An
online operation algorithm to solve the problem based on
Lyapunov optimization technique is then designed.

As for task scheduling in renewable energy powered data
centers, N. Hogade et al. in [11] design techniques for
geographical load distribution that will minimize the energy
expenditure for executing incoming tasks considering many
aspects of the overall system. In [12], the authors propose
a novel analytical model to calculate profit in large data
centers without and with behind-themeter renewable power
generation. Then the derived profit model is adlpted to de-
velop an optimization-based profit maximization strategy for
data centers. A robust workload and energy management
framework for sustainable data centers is developed in [13].
To deal with the uncertainty from renewable energy gener-
ation, the resource allocation task is formulated as a robust
optimization problem that minimizes the worst-case net cost.

S. Chen et al. in [14] build a comprehensive framework cov-
ering the costs of server power, cooling power, and hardware
maintenance. A joint optimization of the costs of electricity
and server maintenance is then introduced. A. N. Toosi et al.
in [15] propose a framework for load balancing of web appli-
cation requests in geo-distributed data centers based on the
renewable energy in each region. Another work can be found
in [16], where a unified management approach is proposed
allowing data centers to adaptively respond to intermittent
availability of renewables under long-term quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements.

For task placement with DVFS technique, a common way
is to operate servers at high frequency when processing large
size of user requests and operate servers at low frequency
when their workload is small. Note that high frequency
usually leads to high energy consumption and low frequency
means long execution time, thus the electricity cost mini-
mization and QoS requirements should be balanced. L. Gu
et al. in [17] design an iterative searching algorithm to solve
the complex user requests allocation problem. S. Wang et
al. in [18] propose a DVFS-based task model describing the
QoS requirements of tasks, without the prior knowledge of
execution time of tasks, and then transform the task schedul-
ing problem into minimizing the total energy consumption
ratio. Z. Tang et al. in [19] propose a DVFS-enabled energy-
efficient work-flow task scheduling algorithm by merging the
relatively inefficient processors through reclaiming the slack
time, which could make use of the slack time recurrently. H.
Lei et al. in [20] built a four-objective framework to optimize
over the utilization of renewable energy, completion time of
tasks, total energy consumption and processing rate of tasks.
An enhanced multi-objective co-evolutionary algorithm is
proposed to solve the problem. C. Wu et al. in [21] propose a
scheduling algorithm for the cloud data center with DVFS
technique, which aimed at efficiently increasing resource
utilization hence decreasing the energy consumption for pro-
cessing jobs. Readers interested in task scheduling problem
in data centers can refer to surveys [22] and [23] for a more
comprehensive understanding.

B. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
The above papers [4]-[23] optimized over the operations of
data centers either with no DVFS-enabled servers where the
main consideration was the number of activated servers, or
with no renewable energy imported whose goal was to mini-
mize the total energy consumption. Most literature normally
modeled the system from the micro viewpoint. To conquer
these weaknesses, we investigate the task placement problem
in geo-distributed data centers considering QoS requirements
and DVFS technique, aiming at minimizing the electricity
cost and making full use of renewable energy. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We describe the dynamic task flow in each server as
an M/G/1 queue which is then adopted to formulate
the QoS constraint in data centers. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that the M/G/1 queue
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is employed to model task flow in renewable energy
powered data centers.

• We formulate the optimal DVFS based task place-
ment problem into a mixed integer nonlinear problem
(MINLP) to determine the distribution flow of user
requests to geo-distributed data centers. Factors such as
the REG and electricity price, the number of activated
servers in each data center, the amount of user requests
each data center processes, the amount of conventional
energy each data center consumes and at what frequency
level each server operates are jointly considered.

• To deal with the high complexity and non-convexity of
MINLP, we first transform the original problem into an
equivalent but less complicated one. Then an optimal
server activation configuration (SAC) and task place-
ment algorithm is developed to efficiently solve the
transformed problem in polynomial time, where a global
optimal solution is achieved.

• Numerical results based on real-world traces evaluate
the impacts of different parameters on electricity cost
and server operating frequencies, providing some in-
sights on how to design task placement policies in
data centers. Additionally, the proposed task placement
strategy can reduce the electricity cost considerably,
providing us some insights on how to build economic
and sustainable data centers.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II introduces the particulars of the system model. In
Section III, we show the mathematical formulation of the
initial optimal task placement problem and then transform
it into an easier-solving one, which drastically decreases the
complexity of the original problem. In Section IV, an optimal
SAC and task placement strategy is designed to solve the
relaxed problem. Simulation results based on real-world data
are presented in Section V. Finally we conclude the paper in
Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the particulars of the system operation are
presented in details below.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF GEO-DISTRIBUTED
DATA CENTERS
Generally, we model over a system with N geo-distributed
data centers and M front portals deployed on different sites.
For easier understanding, a data center system composed of 3
front portals and 4 data centers powered by mixed renewable
and conventional energies is illustrated in Fig. 1, i.e., M = 3
and N = 4. Each front portal is responsible for collecting
surrounding user requests and delivering them to appropriate
data centers. A data center usually consists of great number
of servers, with Sn and Prn denoting server number and
electricity price at data center n, respectively. Note that a
multi-electricity market is considered in this paper, where
electricity price presents regional diversities.

B. DYNAMIC VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY SCALING
TECHNIQUE
DVFS is essentially a power-saving technique, allowing dy-
namic adjustment of working frequency of a microproces-
sor via regulating the supplied voltage. As we all know,
higher supplied voltage normally indicates higher frequency
and larger power consumption meanwhile. Under such case,
DVFS technique is utilized in data centers to set reasonable
operating voltage and clock frequency based on the actual
power consumption of the chip at the time, which ensures
sufficient but not exceeding power supply. Generally, power
consumption P is a function of the supplied voltage v and the
working frequency f in the range of fmin to fmax, with fmin
and fmax denoting the minimum and maximum frequency,
respectively. Thus,

P = Bv2f + Pstatic (1)

where B is a coefficient related to different processors and
Pstatic is the static power consumption independent of f ,
which is mainly caused by leakage currents in devices and
circuits. Based on the existing research,Pstatic can be viewed
as a constant occupied 10% − 60% of the maximum power
consumption according to different architectures and tech-
nologies. In general, the relationship between the supplied
voltage and operating frequency is v ∝ fβ , where β is always
set as 1. Let α = 2β, then we have

P = Bfα+1 + Pstatic. (2)

C. WORKLOAD MODEL
In this paper, we adopt the widely accepted assumption that
user requests arrive at front portals in a Poisson process [24].
We denote the user request arrival rate at front portal m as
λm. As soon as user requests arrive at front portals, they
will be distributed to processing servers in geo-distributed
data centers with a predetermined probability, hence the user
request arrival in a server can be also viewed as a Poisson
process. Denote λsmn(s ∈ [1, Sn]) as the request’s average
arrival rate at server s in data center n from front portal m.

In modern data centers, management controllers are in
charge of the task dispatching to servers, where a local cache
is equipped to buffer the waiting tasks. Without loss of gen-
erality, the processing time of a task satisfies a general dis-
tribution if the server frequency is given. Thus the dynamic
state of a server’s task queue in data center networks can be
modeled as an M/G/1 queue which has already been adopted
by the previous literature [25, 26]. In addition, the service rate
in a DVFS-enabled server is proportional to its frequency,
i.e., µsn = rfsn, where fsn is the operating frequency of server
s in data center n and r is a scaling factor.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. THE POWER CONSUMPTION CONSTRAINT
Let P sn denote the power consumption of server s in data
center n. P sn ≡ 0 if a server is deactivated. Otherwise, P sn
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FIGURE 1: An illustration of geo-distributed data centers

is a joint function of processing frequency fsn and usage ρsn
when it is activated, i.e.,

P sn = B(fsn)
α+1ρsn + Pstatic,

where ρsn is the probability that server s in data center n is
busy. According to the M/G/1 queuing theory, we have

ρsn =
λsn
rfsn

,

where

λsn =

M∑
m=1

λsmn

is the total requests distributed to server s in data center n
from M front portals.

A binary variable Y sn ∈ {0, 1} is used to denote whether
a server is activated or not, i.e., Y sn = 1 if it is activated and
Y sn = 0 otherwise, thus

P sn = Y sn (B(fsn)
αλ

s
n

r
+ Pstatic).

B. THE POWER SUPPLY AND DEMAND BALANCE
CONSTRAINT
The power demand Ds

n of server s in data center n should be
equal to its power consumption P sn as we assume the power
usage effectiveness (PUE) is 1 in ideal status for convenience,
i.e.,Ds

n = P sn = Y sn (B(fsn)
α λ

s
n

r +Pstatic). A data center can
obtain electricity from both public power grid and its own
renewable energy plants. Denote the electricity bought from
public power grid in server s as Csn and REG in data center
n as Rn. In order to satisfy all the user requests, we have the

requirement that the electricity supply should not be less than
the demand, i.e.,

(

Sn∑
s=1

Csn) +Rn ≥
Sn∑
s=1

Ds
n.

C. THE WORKLOAD BALANCE CONSTRAINT

User requests reach the front portalm at a rate λm. Then they
are allocated to servers for executing. Requests dispatched to
data center n are the summation of requests executed by all
servers in it, i.e.,

∑Sn

s=1 λ
s
n. Therefore, total requests to be

executed in all servers should be equal to those arriving at all
front portals, i.e.,

M∑
m=1

λm =

N∑
n=1

Sn∑
s=1

λsn.

D. THE QOS CONSTRAINT

As aforementioned, the request processing procedure of
server s in data center n is regarded as an M/G/1 queuing
model with mean arrival and service rate as λsn and µsn,
respectively. In the steady state, the expected delay tsn at each
server is the summation of average service time xsn = 1

µs
n

and

average waiting time wsn =
λs
n·xs

n
2

2(1−ρsn)
of the tasks that queue

at server s in data center n [27], i.e.,

tsn = xsn + wsn.

While tasks’ average service time xsn is equal to their average
size szsn divided by the server’s computing speed cssn, i.e.,
xsn =

szsn
cssn

= 1
µs
n

in which cssn = kµsn, thus k = szsn =
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E(szsn) is a known factor indicating the expectation of task
size. Hence we have

tsn =
Y sn
rfsn

+
λsnsz

s
n
2

2(1− λs
n

rfs
n
)(krfsn)

2
,

where szsn2 = V (szsn) + [E(szsn)]
2. V (szsn) is the variance

of task size which is easy to obtain. To guarantee the QoS
requirement, delay tsn at any activated server should not vio-
late the maximum delay T which gives rise to the following
constraint

Y sn
rfsn

+
λsnsz

s
n
2

2(1− λs
n

rfs
n
)(krfsn)

2
≤ T.

E. AN MINLP FORMULATION
Note that each server in data center n has the same electricity
price Prn, the overall electricity cost EC can be obtained by
summing the conventional electricity cost derived from all
servers across all geo-distributed data centers, i.e.,

EC =

N∑
n=1

Sn∑
s=1

CsnPrn.

Taking all constraints presented above, the optimal task
placement problem with electricity cost minimization objec-
tive is formulated as an MINLP where Y sn , fsn, λsn and Csn are
decision variables. Hence we have

min
Y s
n ,f

s
n,λ

s
n,C

s
n

N∑
n=1

Sn∑
s=1

CsnPrn (3)

s.t.
M∑
m=1

λm =

N∑
n=1

Sn∑
s=1

λsn, (4)

Y sn
rfsn

+
λsnsz

s
n
2

2(1− λs
n

rfs
n
)(krfsn)

2
≤ T, (5)

(

Sn∑
s=1

Csn) +Rn ≥
Sn∑
s=1

Ds
n, (6)

Ds
n = Y sn (B(fsn)

αλ
s
n

r
+ Pstatic), (7)

0 ≤ fsn ≤ fmax, Y sn ∈ {0, 1}. (8)

Due to the high complexity of the problem (time complex-
ity is O((2Sn)N )), the following proposition is proposed to
simplify the original MINLP.

Proposition 1. For the given amount of requests, the mini-
mum energy consumption in a data center is attained when
user requests are uniformly delivered to all activated servers.

Proof. Note that the energy consumption function (3) is
increasing with respect to working frequency fsn, it’s reason-
able to have

fsn(λ
s
n) =

k(Tλsn + 1)−
√
k2(Tλsn − 1)2 + 2Tλsnsz

s
n
2

2Tkr

which is derived from inequation (5) for energy saving while
ensuring the QoS requirements. Thus, the minimum power
demand Ds

n can be rewritten as a function of λsn. Let San
be the number of activated servers in data center n, the
total energy demand can be calculated as

∑Sa
n
s=1D

s
n(λ

s
n).

Since Ds
n(λ

s
n) is strictly convex in range (0,+∞), applying

Jensen’s inequality we have
∑Sa

n
s=1D

s
n(λ

s
n) ≥ Ds

n(
∑Sa

n
s=1 λ

s
n

Sa
n

)·
San, where equality holds if and only if λ1n = λ2n = ... = λ

Sa
n
n .

Therefore, it is proved that the minimum energy consumption
of a data center is achieved via uniformly scheduling all
requests to all activated servers.

Denote hn =
∑Sa

n
s=1 λ

s
n as the requests allocated to data

center n. According to Proposition 1, the minimum energy
consumption in data center n for the given San is equivalent
to

Dn(S
a
n, hn) = Bfsn(S

a
n, hn)

αhn
r

+ SanPstatic, (9)

where

fsn(S
a
n, hn) =

k(T · hn + San)

2Tkr · San
−√

k2(T · hn − San)2 + 2T · hnSanszsn2

2Tkr · San
. (10)

Consequently, problem (3)-(8) is reformulated as

min
Sa
n,hn

N∑
n=1

Sn∑
s=1

CsnPrn (11)

s.t.
M∑
m=1

λm =

N∑
n=1

hn, (12)

(6), (9), (10), (13)
fmin ≤ fsn(San, hn) ≤ fmax, (14)
0 ≤ San ≤ Sn, hn ≥ 0. (15)

It’s obvious to observe that the complexity of the new formu-
lation is O((Sn + 1)N ), which is much smaller than that of
the former one with O((2Sn)N ), owing to two new variables
introduced which reduce the solution space significantly.

IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we design efficient algorithms to solve
problem (11)-(15). Based on the previous analysis, for the
given San, problem (11)-(15) is convex and can be solved in
polynomial time. Under such circumstance, a double-case
algorithm will be designed to solve it. The corresponding
solution SAC = [Sa1 , S

a
2 , ..., S

a
n] is named as the server

activation configuration. According to the system design, the
SAC is composed of two parts as shown in Fig. 2: SACRE
representing the number of activated servers powered by
renewable energy (RE) and SACCE representing the number
of activated servers powered by conventional energy (CE).

The optimal SAC and task placement strategy is shown in
Algorithm 1 aiming at solving problem (11)-(15) which fur-
ther includes two cases. In Algorithm 1, all data centers are
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FIGURE 2: An illustration of server activation configuration

sorted by the descending order of REG first and we calculate
the maximum number of activated servers Sa,REn max and
computation capacity hREn max (i.e. the maximum requests
that can be processed) of each data center powered only by
renewable energy (described in lines 2-4). Then we compare
total user requests

∑M
m=1 λm arriving at front portals with

the summation of all data centers’ maximum computation
capacity

∑N
n=1 h

RE
n max. If the former is smaller than the

latter, all data centers can be powered only by renewable
energy to meet all user requests which is called Case I.
Otherwise, conventional energy need to be imported to data
centers which we name such case as Case II.

Algorithm 1 Optimal SAC and Task Placement Strategy
Input: M , N , λm, Prn, Sn, fmin, fmax

Output: SAC, EC
1: Sort data centers in descending order of REG
2: for n = 1 to N do
3: {Sa,RE

n max, h
RE
n max} = argmax hRE

n s.t.
Dn(S

a,RE
n , hRE

n ) = Rn, 0 ≤ Sa,RE
n ≤ Sn, 0 ≤ hRE

n ≤∑M
m=1 λm, fmin ≤ fs

n ≤ fmax

4: end for
5: if

∑M
m=1 λm ≤

∑N
n=1 h

RE
n max then

6: Case I: Data centers are powered by RE.
7: else
8: Case II: Data centers are powered by RE and CE.
9: end if

In Case I (Algorithm 2), we compare all user requests∑M
m=1 λm with total maximum requests htotal that data

centers can process from one with the most REG, then the
optimal SAC set and minimum number of activated data
centers Nmin is obtained.

In Case II (Algorithm 3), some data centers have to be
powered by conventional energy to process the user requests.
First, all data centers are sorted in the ascending order by
the electricity prices and we obtain initial SAC by activat-
ing the remaining servers from data center with the lowest
electricity price, and the computation capacity hCEn min of
each data center with minimum energy consumption can be
calculated in line 5. Then we compare the remaining user
requests hr with each data center’s minimum computation
capacity hCEn min. If the former is smaller than the latter, the

Algorithm 2 Case I: Data centers powered by RE
1: htotal = 0, Nmin = N
2: for n = 1 to N do
3: htotal = htotal + hRE

n max

4: Sa
n = Sa,RE

n max

5: if
∑M

m=1 λm ≤ htotal

6: Nmin = n
7: break
8: end if
9: end for

10: SAC = {Sa
n, ∀n = [1, Nmin]}

Algorithm 3 Case II: Data centers powered by RE and CE

1: hr =
∑M

m=1 λm −
∑N

n=1 h
RE
n max, Nmax = N

2: Sort data centers in ascending order by the electricity prices
3: for n = 1 to N do
4: Sa

n = Sn

5: hCE
n min = argmin Dn(Sn − Sa,RE

n max, h
CE
n ) s.t. 0 ≤

hCE
n ≤ hr, fmin ≤ fs

n ≤ fmax

6: if hr ≤ hCE
n min

7: Nmax = n
8: break
9: end if

10: hr = hr − hCE
n min

11: end for
12: SAC = {Sa

n, ∀n = [1, n]}
13: {hn, EC} ← solve problem (11)-(15) under SAC
14: for n = Nmax to 1 do
15: Sa

ns = 0, Sa
ne = Sa

n

16: while Sa
ns ≤ Sa

ne do
17: SAC

′
= {Sa

n|Sa
n = bS

a
ns

+Sa
ne

2
c}

18: {h
′
n, EC

′
} ← solve problem (11)-(15) under SAC

′

19: if EC
′
< EC then

20: EC = EC
′

21: Sa
ne = Sa

n − 1
22: else
23: Sa

ns = Sa
n + 1

24: end if
25: end while
26: end for

remaining user requests can be processed by this data center
and the maximum number of activated data centers Nmax is
calculated in lines 6-9. Otherwise, more data centers must be
utilized. Keep doing so until all user requests are satisfied and
the initial SAC is attained. For the next step, we iteratively
update SAC by deactivating servers from data centers with
high electricity price to minimize the total electricity cost.
First, with initial SAC derived aforementioned, an initial
computation capacity hn and electricity cost EC can be
calculated by solving problem (11)-(15). Then we reduce the
number of activated servers from the most expensive data
center with a bisection method as shown in lines 14-26. For
each new SAC

′
, its corresponding minimum electricity cost

EC
′

is achieved. If there is a comparatively lower electricity
cost, we set it as new EC and seek to deactivate more
servers in this data center as indicated in lines 19-21. Once
the new cost EC exceeds the temporarily optimal cost, no
more severs shall be deactivated thus we should recover some
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overly deactivated servers in lines 22-24. Finally, with algo-
rithm converging, the optimal SAC setting and the minimum
electricity cost EC is attained and the problem (11)-(15) is
solved.

Define the maximum server number in each data center as
MS, then the complexity of our algorithms is O(NlogMS)
which mainly arises in Case II (Algorithm 3), where we
iteratively deactivate data centers via a bisection method in
lines 14-26. As to a data center n with San activated servers in
the initial SAC, log2San iterations are implemented. When it
comes to the worst case, all data centers are checked, leading
to

∑N
n=1 log2S

a
n = O(NlogMS) iterations in all. Most

importantly, problem (11)-(15) is a convex problem given
a SAC, therefore we can get a global optimal solution in
polynomial time.

V. EVALUATIONS AND ANALYSES
In this section, we perform our evaluations in MATLAB on
an Intel workstation with 4 processors clocking at 3.3 GHZ
and 8 GB of RAM. An optimization toolbox fmincon is
utilized to solve (11)-(15) given a SAC.

A. EVALUATION SETTINGS
Evaluation parameters involved are shown in Table 1. As a
server’s power level is usually hundreds of Watts, the scaling
factor r and coefficient B can be calculated accordingly.

TABLE 1: Parameters involved in evaluations

Parameter Value

Number of front portals 4− 8
Number of user requests 80− 160000
Number of data centers 3− 24
Number of servers (3− 9) (×104)
Server delay (s) [17] 0.01
Server operating frequency set (GHz) [0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8,

2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8]
Scaling factor r 6× 10−10

Coefficient B 1.8× 10−26

Proportion of static power consumption 0.1− 0.6
Size of user requests (MI) 4000− 10000
Total request rate (units/s) (0.7− 1.3) (×105)

Unless stated otherwise, the other basic parameters are set
as follows:

(1) Data center parameters: Three data centers located in
Brussels, Flanders, Limburg and four front portals in
Belgium are tested. Server number of these three data
centers are 15000, 30000 and 10000, respectively.

(2) REG parameters: We assume there are solar panels in-
stalled in geo-distributed data centers. All REG traces
are based on the real-world data [28] of the real-time
estimations of actual solar-PV generation of Brussels,
Flanders and Limburg in August, 2017.

(3) Electricity price: Electricity price traces are obtained
from NYiso [29]. We adopt the locational based marginal
electricity prices of central New York Control Area on
August 15th, 2017.

(4) User request information: User requests are considered
to arrive at front portals in Poisson distribution. The aver-
age request rates at four portals are 30000, 15000, 15000
and 20000 units/s, respectively. Request size is uniformly
varied between 4000 MI and 10000 MI (million instruc-
tions).

B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the im-
pacts of different system parameters (static power consump-
tion, server number, user requests, etc.) on electricity cost
and server frequencies, and assess the performance of the
proposed optimal task placement strategy.

1) The Impact of Static Power Consumption
In some literature, the static power consumption is usually
ignored [20, 30]. However, the real fact is that static power
consumption has a strong impact on data center management
and the electricity cost. In this test, the proportion of static
power consumption is set from 0.1 to 0.6. We select REG
at 12:00 as 1150.25, 1290.1, 1209.99 MW/h and electricity
price as 42.93, 20.27, 55.30 $/MW for the three data centers,
respectively. Results concerning the impact of static power
consumption on electricity cost corresponding to data centers
with and without solar panels are depicted in Fig. 3. It’s
observed that electricity cost rises when static power con-
sumption increases, thus we should think carefully whether
it is necessary to activate more servers for more requests.
Furthermore, data centers installed solar panels can save
electricity bills significantly.
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FIGURE 3: Electricity cost with respect to different static
power consumption

2) The Impact of REG and Electricity Price
Based on the proposed strategy, user requests are more
prone to be processed by data centers with sufficient
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REG and low electricity price. To better present the re-
sults, we consider 6 data centers in this test with user
requests arriving rates as 30000, 30000, 30000, 20000 re-
spectively at 4 front portals, and server numbers are
15000, 30000, 10000, 20000, 5000, 25000 for 6 data centers,
respectively. Unless explicitly specified, the proportion of
static power consumption is set as 0.2. We select electric-
ity price at 12:00 as 42.93, 20.27, 55.30, 30.93, 25.27, 50.30
$/MW and REG as 341.4, 1290.1, 83.5, 634.7, 322.9, 923.8
MW/h for the 6 data centers, respectively. Results concerning
the impact of REG and electricity price on server activation
configuration and electricity cost are shown in Figs. 4 and
5 respectively. In Fig. 4, it is clear that more servers are
activated in data centers with large REG, thus they are en-
abled to process more user requests with lower costs. In Fig.
5, user requests are mostly dispatched to data centers with
small electricity price for executing. However, as indicated
by the blue bars, lower electricity price together with heav-
ier workload doesn’t definitely lead to low electricity cost,
considering the variation of cost savings from the renewable
energy.
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FIGURE 4: Number of servers activated and requests pro-
cessed with respect to different REG

3) The Impact of Active Server Number
In this test, we evaluate the impact of active server numbers
on the electricity cost under different proportions of static
power consumption. The active server number varies from
30000 to 90000 and the proportions of static power consump-
tion is set as 0.2 and 0.5 respectively. Other parameters are
kept the same as the settings in V-B1. Results corresponding
to electricity cost of data centers with and without solar
panels are depicted in Fig. 6. When the proportion of static
power consumption is 0.2, it is shown that electricity cost
decreases first and then increases when the active server num-
ber grows. This is because when user requests are distributed
to more servers, servers on each data centers process less
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FIGURE 5: Electricity cost and number of requests processed
with respect to different electricity price

requests with lower frequencies which leads to lower electric-
ity cost. However, when the active server number increases
over an inflection point (80000 in this experiment), more
activated servers consume more static power consumption,
and the server frequencies are far away from the economic
interval, thus leading to the increment of electricity cost.
This phenomenon can also be seen when the static power
proportion of servers is set as 0.5, where the optimal active
server number is around 45000. The results also verify that
there exists an optimal server activation configuration point
to process all the user requests before the deadline.
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FIGURE 6: Electricity cost with respect to different active
server numbers
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4) Impact of Total User Requests
In this test, we evaluate the impact of total user requests on
the electricity cost. The results corresponding to data centers
with and without solar panels are shown in Fig. 7. It is
obvious to observe that electricity cost increases when total
user requests expand. In addition, the electricity cost are more
sensitive to the user requests when they are at high levels.
This is because the power consumption of servers increases
faster when servers run at higher frequencies.
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FIGURE 7: Electricity cost with respect to different user
requests

5) The Variation of SAC, Requests Processed and
Frequency Traces in 24 Hours
In this test, we evaluate the proposed optimal task placement
strategy during 24 hours in a day adopting real REG and
electricity price traces mentioned in Section V-A. Results
concerning electricity cost, SAC and number of requests
processed during 24 hours with different REG and electricity
prices at each time slot are depicted in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8 (a),
the trend of electricity cost follows the trend of electricity
price except in time slots 11 − 18 when electricity price is
relatively high and renewable energy is sufficient to process
user requests. Due to the fact that REG tends to be high in
time slots 7 − 21, all renewable energy is utilized to process
user requests as shown in Fig. 8 (b). Then the remaining
user requests are dispatched to time slots with low electricity
prices, such as time slots 1 − 6, 7 − 15 and 20 − 24 to
ensure that tasks can be processed within their deadlines.
In addition, when electricity price is high, the number of
servers activated by conventional energy is small in time
slots 16 − 18, while large in the remaining time slots. From
Fig. 9, it’s obvious to observe that the frequency trace has
similar trend with the electricity cost trace, from which we
may come to the conclusion that servers indeed work at
high frequencies in dealing with large user requests owing
to DVFS technique we utilized. Such observation further
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FIGURE 8: Electricity cost, SAC and requests processed
with respect to different REG and electricity price in 24 hours

proves that our optimal task placement strategy based on
DVFS technique can decrease the electricity cost in a multi-
electricity market.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focus on the electricity cost minimization
problem in data centers powered by mixed renewable and
conventional energies. An optimal task placement strategy
problem considering the spatial and temporal diversity of
REG and electricity price, as well as DVFS technique and
M/G/1 queuing model is first formulated as a complicated
MINLP. Afterwards, we transform the original MINLP into
a more easier-solving form. In this strategy, user requests
are distributed to data centers with high REG first, then the
remaining user requests are dispatched to those with low
electricity price for economic operation. The optimal SAC
and task placement algorithm is proposed to obtain a global
optimal solution. Numerical evaluations based on real-world
traces have tested the impacts of different system parame-
ters on electricity cost and server activation configurations.
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Simulation results show that user requests arriving at front
portals are more likely to be processed in abundant REG and
low electricity price data centers and the idea of importing
renewable energy shows that data centers installed solar pan-
els cost much less than those only powered by conventional
energy. The evaluation results prove the superiority of our
task placement strategy and provide some insights on helping
us design economic and environment-friendly data centers.
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